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IN THE HIGH COURT OF JUSTICE-CHANCERY DIVISION.

Before l\lR. Jus'rICE KEKEvVICH.

...April 30th, 1906.
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5 Passing-ofl:-Injtvry to ]JrojJerty.-J."lfocle of adoerlisinq-s-Premium systeln of
sale.-/~ilnilarityof nelUSjJ(ljJer advert'iseJnents.-l1rade

rivalry.-lteg'istratforr;~
~ )i", .t"

refused. . ,/

The Plaintiff had devised a novel but unregistered scheme of advertising the
sale of his packets of garden seeds by insertinq in numerous neuispapere a

10 "stereotYlJed" combi.nati.ni of lengthy letterpress surrounded by pictures of
objects, anyone of iohich. he offered as a premiuan to purchasers. The Defendant
issued adcertisements in IJrec'isely similar form, includinq the pictures and the
arranqemeni, e.cceptin.) that he substiticted a neic name for the seeds and a
slightly different. condition for earning the premium, arLcllJnt his trading name

15 (tt the fool of the culoeriisemcnis. In an action Jar asi injunction-s-
Held, that the Defendant had done nothiru) misleadinq 1uh icli could injure

any pronertsj in the Plaintiff, so that na Lnjunction could be granted.

'I'he Plaintiff, Callie Gerome Wertheimer, trading as Gerome &; Co., had for
80n1e months carried on the business of seedsman in Fleet Street, London,

20 and had devised and carried out a novel scheme of advertising his goods, which
consisted in the insertion in a very large number of London and provincial
newspapers, at an expense exceeding £1,000, of a " stereotyped" combination
of lengthy letter-press and pictures of objects which he offered as prizes for the
sale of 18 packets of his assorted seeds at 4d. a packet within 21 days. This

25 advertisement consisted of a detailed statement of the offer, beneath the
words

~~ HAPPY HOlYIE SEEDS.
Why pay cash for seeds?

We trust you,"
30 followed at the foot by the Plaintiff's name and address, and surrounded by a

kind of framework of representations of the objects given for prizes, e.g., a
concertina, violin, camera, phonograph, football, and so on. This advertisement
was not registered as copyright or as a design.

'I'he Plaintiff stated in his affidavit that he had received and executed some
35 15,000 orders on the terms of this advertisement.

In March 1906, the Plaintiff discovered that the Defendant, Eric Ansell, who
had for 8 years carried on business alone as a general merchant under the
different styles of "The British Fine Art Company," "Stewart Cooper and
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" Company,"- ~,- The Nelson Manufacturing Company," and" The National Post
" card Exchange," was employing a similar advertisement in newspapers. The
Defendant's advertisement was headed :-

"EXHIBITION SEEDS.
Why pay cash for seeds? [)

We trust you,"
containedthe name and address oiSteioartCooper &; Co. at the foot, and offered
the same prizes for the sale of 24 packets at 3d. a packet within 14 days.
In other respects the letter-press and pictures, and the arrangement and
printing of the whole were precisely similar to those of the Plaintiff. 10

It also appeared that for his picture post-card business the Defendant offered, by
newspaper advertisements, to give a nickel silver watch for selling 72 penny
post-cards in 5 weeks, and that some customers who applied for this prize
received a useless watch worth about Is. 6d. which was known in the trade
technically as a "stopper.~' _ 15

The Plaintiff on the 19th March 19-"6, commenced an action for an injunction
to restrain the Defendants "from advertising; or causing or procuring to be
_" advertised, or from in any manner representing seeds sold by them as the
-" seeds of the Plaintiff, and also from in any manner representing or causing or
1." procuring to be represented, or doing anything which shall tend to the belief 20
" that the Defendants are carrying on the Plaintiff's business, and. also from
" employing, using, or circulating any notices or advertisements similar to, or
" only colourably differing from the notices or advertisements of the Plaintiff,"
and _on the 30th _of April the Plaintiff moved for an interim injunction in these
terms. 25

'I'he Plaintiff's own evidence was not supported by any evidence as to any
association in the minds of the public of his form of advertising with his
business. The Defendant, on the other hand, stated in his affidavit that being
struck with the attractiveness of the Plaintiff's ad vertisement, he instructed his
advertising agent to reproduce it with the alterations above mentioned. 30

On the hearing of the motion Stewart-Smith, K.C., and Green (instructed by
T. l!J. Crocker) appeared for the Plaintiff; P. O. Lawrence, J{.C., and Wheeler
(instructed by Keith. and Humphries) appeared for the Defendants.
. Stewart-Smith,' K.C., and Green for the Plaintiff. This is an attempt to pass
off the Defendants' business as the Plaintiff's, as it is made to appear that the 35
Plaintiff is the vendor of the seeds (Walter Y. Ashton, L.R. (1902), 2 Oh., 282).
'I'he Plaintiff. claims the right to use any part of the advertisement. [KEKEWICH,
J., what is the Plaintiff's property that is injured 1] -A valuable business with
a reputation. The Defendants have caused damage and will be restrained
(Johnson and 00. v, Orr-Ewing and OOJnpany, L.R. (7 A.C.), 219, 230). The 40
Court will infer that the Defendants have fraudulently ,- stolen the Plaintiff's
business. The name is immaterial where you have unsuspecting customers.

Counsel for the Defendants were not called upon. ,
I{EKEWICH,--J.-This is an unwarrantable attempt to restrain rivalry in trade,

and is far and beyond what has been done in any case. 45
This case is a peculiar one. The Plaintiff has invented or adopted a

peculiar mode of advertisement for his goods-an advertisement which goes
beyond the ordinary objects of advertisements, because it offers a premium
.to those who sell his goods, in the form of a prize, provided they sell a
.certain quantity of seeds at a certain price. The Defendant is struck by 50
the ingenuity of this form of advertisement, and he adopts the same method,
as he is entitled to. But he goes further than that. He thinks the Plaintiff's
.Ianguage so good that he actually adopts that language. .Now it cannot be .
too often said that the Court does not sit to consider whether, according - .•
.to- any high'standard of honour, things ought to be allowed or not. The 55
Court only sits to consider in these cases whether there has been any
.devlation, from th-e strict path. of honesty, which is reached by law-
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whether there has been in any way any tampering with business or
property, taking" business" as a description of "propertJ~." Probably those
who listened to this case will not give the Defendant credit for very good
taste in-not only following the Plaintiff's method of advertisement, but in

5 actually copying his language, and, still further, not only copying his language,
but adopting the embellishments of his language, which are striking and
have been copied to the very last particular. But unless that injures the
Plaintiff in his property it seems to me to be wholly immaterial in a Court.
of law. Now, how does it injure his property? What is his property?

10 He has no property ill the advertisement. Of course he does not claim it as
copyright. He has property in his goods; in any character by which his goods
are known ;. in any distinguishing device or name; _and he has the right also to
protect- his own name. None of these things, as it seems to me, does the Defen
dant at all offend against, so that the Court can, in any way, reach him. Two cases

15 have been cited as Illustrating the principle upon which the Court proceeds, and
the two cases I think do illustrate the principles, and, at the same time, show
that they are not concerned with the case in hand. One was Johnston v, Orr
Ewing &: 00. (L.R. 7 App. Cas. 230), from which a passage was cited out of
Lord Blackburn's speech; and two lines out of the passage cited will show

2u directly how little that case has to do with this. Lord Blackburn says:
"Counsel argued that the plaintiffs had no monopoly of elephants, and that
" their clients had a right to use them. So they had, unless they used them so
" as to mislead, or, at least, to be Iikely to mislead purchasers as to whose the
"goods were." That is the principle upon which scores of reported. cases

25 are founded, and upon which many other cases, which are not reported, are
also founded.

But where is the misleading here? The Defendant no doubt, as I have
already said, copied the Plaintiff's advertisement, and with it the embellish
ments which the Plaintiff put upon it, but that is all. He does not' say in

30 any way, "What I am offering to you are the Plaintiff's goods." He does
not identify himself with the Plaintiff. He puts forward his own name as
the advertiser; as the person to whom orders are to be given; by whom the
premium is to be paid; and by whom of course a profit on the sale is to be
made, Just follow the aspect of the case for a moment. Supposing the

3[) Defendant, instead of using these advertisements in this way, had carried
on business next door to the Plaintiff and put up a placard, "I Bell the
" same seeds as my neighbour; they are far better than his, and I offer them at
"a price which gives a greater advantage to the purchaser than he does; he
" only sells so many packets for 4d.; I will sell 80 many packets at 3d., and the

40 "prizes I offer are as good as his." He might put up that, or an equivalent
thing next door, and it might be, again, a question of good taste whether it
was a nice thing to do or not, but what injury could be caused to the Plaintiff ?
It is a mere question of rivalry in trade, as long as people keep within the bounds
of honesty or that which the law interferes with. Everything is fair in trade,

45 as it is in war, though it may not lead you to adopt everything that you think
fair.

The other case cited was a different one, but, really, of the same kind. It was
Walter v, Ashton (L.R. (1902), 2 Ch. 282), where the learned Judge came to the
conclusion that the defendant was advertising for sale cycles in such a way as

50 to induce the public to suppose that the proprietors of the "Times" were
connected with that sale. But the proprietors of the " Times" have a property
of their own to look after, and they did not wish to be treated as vendors of
cycles. It was an injury to them to be so treated, and on that ground the
learned Judge thought that the defendant ought to be restrained from doing

55 what he did. The passage cited from Mr. Justice Byrne's judgment on page
293 of the Report shows exactly what he meant. He said-" The principle is
" clear enough. The Court does not grant an injunction to restrain the use of a
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" man's name merely because it is liable or calculated to do him injury, but, if
" what is being done is calculated to injure his property, and the probable effect
" of it will be to expose him to a risk or liability, then, if I rightly understand ...
" the law, an injunction is the proper remedy." We may eliminate all that is
said about exposing to risk or liability, because it is not suggested here that the 5
Defendant, by advertising himself as prepared to give a prize, thereby in any
way exposes the Plaintiff to any risk of giving a like prize, or otherwise being
injured. What the passage was cited for was, of course, the reference to what
is being done being calculated to injure his property. The learned Judge, of
course, meant injuria strictly so called, not damnum absque injurid, which is 10
not actionable. Here, no doubt, the Defendant is, in one sense, injuring the
Plaintiff's property. He is interfering with his business. That is his object,
and as long as he does it on proper lines it is a creditable object. He wishes to
get the business which the Plaintiff has. The Plaintiff, of course, is equally
desirous that the Defendant should not have it, but if it is not an injury to his 15
property, even treating the business as property, the remarks of the learned
,Judge really have no application to this case.

Then there was one point which I must notice. Both these parties offer
prizes to those who take their goods, and it appears that the Defendant, besides
selling seeds on this system, also sells post-cards, and in connection with them 20
he is said to have given as a prize a worthless watch, value Is. 6d. Now the
prize was given as a premium for selling 6s. worth of post-cards. I suppose the
person who received the premium for that did not expect to get a valuable
watch, but he is discontented because he only got one which was worth Is. 6d.
and was not gold. Probably he got as great a prize as he could reasonably 25
expect, but supposing he did not, and supposing for the moment that it was a
fraud, that is to say, as between the Defendant and the purchaser of the post
cards, how is the Plaintiff injured? The Defendant has been carrying on his
business in selling post-cards, or, it may have been, in selling seeds, on the
terms of offering a prize and not giving the proper prize, whereas the Plaintiff .30
of course says that all receivers of prizes from him get something very excellent
and well worth having. How does that injure the Plaintiff? It is rather the
other way round, I should have thought. If any deduction is to be drawn from
that it is this-" Do not deal with the Defendant who gives you bad prizes, but
" deal with the Plaintiff who gives you good ones." At any rate, I cannot see 35
my way to seeing how any injury can accrue to the Plaintiff from that. To my
mind the motion fails entirely. There will be no Order on the motion, except
that the costs will be costs in the action.
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